P7330 THE PRESIDENT’S TARGET (FRANCE/PORTUGAL, 1989)

Credits: director, Yvan Chiffre; writers, Yvan Chiffre, Cameron Watson.
Cast: John Coleman, Martin Kove, Bo Hopkins.
Summary: Action/adventure spy tale is set in contemporary Latin America. CIA agent and Vietnam veteran Peter Caine (Coleman), a.k.a. “The Stalker,” is attached to a Senate-supported anti-narcotics mission whose members are exterminated during a meeting by a group of masked terrorists. Caine is wounded but escapes. He hides in the home of an old man and his daughter while he heals and prepares for revenge. He experiences flashbacks as he tries to determine who his enemy is: his Vietnam vet buddy Sam Nicholson (Kove) or mercenary Marty Rogers (Hopkins).